
Abstract
Nowadays, everyone is greatly dependent on computers and 
networks. It may be a naïve user or sophisticated one or any 
type of organization, everyone relies on them. So the security 
of computer based data or information is important task for the 
whole world. For the same we must pay a kind attention. The files 
which lies in the system or which are in the way or the networks 
must be secure from any type of attack by the intruders. In this 
paper we gave a brief analysis of the existing file security systems 
and view the problems with them. We have designed a type of 
virtual file system named Java File Security System (JFSS) for 
the Windows operating system. It is a stackable file system in the 
user space. We added the layer upon the basic file system which is 
a transparent encryption and decryption layer. It provides strong 
security to the files of any type on the demand and can be mounted 
at any point in the system.  
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I. Introduction
Along with great popularization of the computers, everyone is 
dependent on them. The security issue is related to the society 
and everybody. Some special cases like bank, army, government 
or institution, most electronic files have secret information, and 
they should be handled strictly because of theft or intruders. So 
we can ensure that these files cannot be accessed or destroyed by 
someone who exceeds their authority. We implement Java File 
Security System (JFSS) on the Windows operating system. 
In computers, the information is stored in the form of files and 
files are considered the basic unit to keep information. It is a well 
known fact that securing a file is an important task in the current 
scenario. 
There are many ways to secure files such as disk encrypter, 
integrated encryption application software and encryption tools 
on Unix like ‘crypt’ or ‘aescrypt’ in Linux. But everyone has 
some disadvantages because of that they are not frequently used. 
Therefore there is a need of the robust file system which can 
provide better security to the users. 
There are so many approaches to implement the security in the file 
systems. The encryption services can be implemented at FUSE 
(File system in User Space) or at kernel space. It is difficult to 
implement the file system at the kernel level and easy to implement 
in the FUSE. The JFSS is implemented in the FUSE. In this paper 
we introduce the new file security system that is implemented with 
the help of highly portable Java language and because of that it is 
named as Java File Security System (JFSS). It is fully compatible 
with the underlying general file system on the Windows operating 
system. 

II. Related work
So many approaches are used to solve the problem of file data 
security. Cryptography is used because the underlying storage 

provider is not trusted to prevent unauthorized access to data. 
The technique provides us the security and integrity of the stored 
data. Cryptographic file systems exists in two forms: either as 
an enhancement within an existing basic file system that uses an 
underlying block-storage provider, or as a virtual file system that 
must be mounted over another (virtual or basic) file system. The 
first approach is called monolithic cryptographic file systems and 
the second one is called stackable or layered file systems. The first 
approach is dedicated to the operating system and second one may 
be applied on any operating system with no or minor changes. 
But the stackable file systems are slower than the monolithic 
file systems. A considerable number of file systems have been 
developed in the past 20 years. A few of them are briefly described 
here.
SFS is an MSDOS device driver that encrypts an entire partition. 
Once encrypted, the driver presents a decrypted view of the 
encrypted data. This provides the convenient abstraction of a file 
system, but relying on MSDOS is not secure because MSDOS 
provides none of the protection of a modern OS. 
CFS is a cryptographic file system that is implemented as a user-
level NFS server. It requires the user to create a directory on the 
local or remote file system to store encrypted data. The cipher 
and key are specified when the directory is first created. The 
CFS daemon is responsible for providing the owner access to 
the encrypted data via a special attach command. The daemon, 
after verifying the user ID and key, creates a directory in the mount 
point directory that acts as an unencrypted window to the user’s 
encrypted data. Once attached, the user accesses the attached 
directory like any other directory. CFS is a carefully designed, 
portable file system with a wide choice of built-in ciphers. Its main 
problem, however, is performance. Because it runs in user mode, 
it must perform many context switches and data copies between 
kernel and user space.
TCFS is a cryptographic file system that is implemented as a 
modified kernel-mode NFS client. Since it is used in conjunction 
with an NFS server, TCFS works transparently with the remote 
file system, eliminating the need for specific attach and detach 
commands. To encrypt data, a user sets an encrypted attribute on 
directories and files within the NFS mount point. TCFS integrates 
with the UNIX authentication system in lieu of requiring separate 
passphrases. It uses a database in /etc/tcfspwdb to store encrypted 
user and group keys. Group access to encrypted resources is 
limited to a subset of the members of a given UNIX group, while 
allowing for a mechanism (called threshold secret sharing) for 
reconstructing a group key when a member of a group is no longer 
available. TCFS has several weaknesses that make it less than 
ideal for deployment. First, the reliance on login passwords as 
user keys is not safe. Also, storing encryption keys on disk in a 
key database further reduces security. Finally, TCFS is available 
only on systems with Linux kernel 2.2.17 or earlier, limiting its 
availability.
BestCrypt is a commercially available loopback device driver 
supporting many ciphers. Such a loopback device driver creates 
a raw block device with a single file, called a container, as the 
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backing store. This device can then be formatted with any file 
system or used as swap space. Each container has a single cipher 
key. The administrator creates, formats, and mounts the container 
as if it were a regular block device. BestCrypt is ideal for single 
user environments but unsuitable for multiuser systems. In a 
single-user workstation, the user controls the details of creating 
and using a container. In a multi-user environment, however, the 
user must give the encryption key to a potentially untrustworthy 
administrator. Moreover, the ability to share containers among 
groups of users is limited, as BestCrypt gives different users equal 
rights to the same container. The Crypto-Graphic Disk driver is 
similar to BestCrypt, and other loop-device encryption systems, 
but it uses a native disk or partition as the backing-store.
Cryptfs is the stackable, cryptographic file system that serves as the 
basis for this work. It was never designed to be a secure file system, 
but rather a proof-of-concept application of FiST. It supports only 
one cipher and implements a limited key management scheme.
EFS is the Encryption File System found in Microsoft Windows, 
based on the NT kernel (Windows 2000 and XP). It is an 
extension to NTFS and utilizesWindows authentication methods 
as well as Windows ACLs. EFS encrypts files using a longterm 
key. Encryption keys are stored on the disk in a lockbox that is 
encrypted using the user’s login password. This means that when 
users change their password, the lockbox must be re-encrypted. If 
an administrator changes the user’s password, then all encrypted 
files become unreadable.
Steg FS is a file system that employs steganography as well as 
encryption. If adversaries inspect the system, then they only know 
that there is some hidden data. They do not know the contents or 
extent of what is hidden. This is achieved via a modified EXT2 
kernel driver that keeps a separate block-allocation table per 
security level. It is not possible to determine how many security 
levels exist without the key to each security level. Data is replicated 
randomly throughout the disk to avoid loss of data when the disk is 
mounted with an unmodified EXT2 driver and random blocks may 
be overwritten. Although StegFS achieves plausible deniability 
of data’s existence, the performance degradation is a factor of 
6–196, making it impractical for most applications.
eCryptfs is a cryptographic filesystem that is implemented with 
Fille System Translator (FiST). FiST supports implementations 
of stacked filesystems that are located between Virtual file system 
(VFS) layer and lower level filesystems such as ext2, UFS, and 
NTFS. eCryptfs supports encryption algorithms, AES, Blowfish, 
DES3 EDE, Twofish, CAST6, and CAST5 [VI]. Altough eCryptfs 
is a kernel resident filesystem, keys are managed by the user-
space eCryptfs daemon (ecryptfsd). This leads to the exposure 
of the system to user-space attacks. To perform encryption and 
decryption, eCryptfs uses the kernel cryptographic API.
TransCrypt is a cryptographic filesystem that is implemented 
on Linux Kernel (version 2.6). By using the device mapper 
infrastructure provided by Linux Kernel, they made a new 
cryptographic layer for the TransCrypt filesystem as a kernel 
module. To avoid trusting the superuser account and protect 
against various user-space attacks, TransCrypt employs a complete 
kernel-space implementation.
NCryptfs is stacked on the existing file systems like Cryptfs. 
It can provide multiple authentication methods and deal with 
UNIX groups. The file I/O requests are handled via the NCryptfs 
daemon in user space and this leads to the fact that we have the 
increased number of context switches. Also the modification of 
the kernel is needed for NCryptfs. When a user accesses a file, 
the user is required to provide a password and it will cause the 
less transparency.

III. Design
JFSS is a simple to be design in principle. It can be mounted at 
any place on the secondary storage device up on the basic file 
system. Our design goals are as follows: 

A. Security
Most of the important design issue is security. It should be secure 
against any type of attack, that the data within the file should be 
protected. It should provide the world class security to the files 
of the users.

B. Ease-of-use
It should be very simple in the use for any type of user in the 
society. So they can easily adopt the system for their files to be 
secure. 

C. Portability
It should be more portable or implementable on the diverse 
configurations than other file systems especially the kernel based 
file systems.

D. Adaptability
It can easily adapt the environment without any modifications in 
the underlying file system on which it is going to work.  
Better performance: Encryption algorithms are computationally 
concentrated, but the overhead should not discourage the user to 
use the cryptographic file system. 

E. Scalability
The cryptographic file system should use the available functionality 
and features. The file should seen normal after the decryption 
process without any loss. 
On-demand Service: The file security system services should 
be available to the users on the demand that will save the extra 
burdens.    

F. Key Management
The encryption key is managed as per-file keys. It is generated by 
the random generator on the basis of user id and session id. Every 
file has its unique key and that  is stored on the smart cards.  

G. File Name
File names are not encrypted because there should be some 
clarification for the users that they can easily understand the keys 
for which files they are. That is done for the convenience of the 
users. User can feel comfort in the use of the system.

All these goals are taken into account for the making of the best 
cryptographic file system that is in the user-space which is named 
as Java File Security System (JFSS) Using Rijndael Algorithm. 

IV. Implementation
For the implementation of the JFSS system we have used the 
Java technology and the cryptographic algorithm that is Rijndael 
algorithm which was selected as AES standard by the NIST in 
2001. 
Daemen and Rijmen have specified Rijndael’s advantages based 
on implementation aspects, simplicity of design, variable block 
length and extensions. Rijndael’s implementation is very flexible 
since it can be used with varying key sizes and block sizes. It is 
also possible to change the sequence of some steps in Rijndael 
without affecting the cipher. The cipher is has a simple and 
elegant structure. It does not hide its structure by using complex 
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components. Instead, it benefits from the advantages gained by the 
use of simple components in a well defined structure. Rijndael’s 
security is based on the interaction of the cipher’s individual 
components. 
Rijndael is described as having a ‘rich algebraic structure’ which 
allows the cipher’s security to be easily assessed in a limited 
time frame. This is an advantage over more complex designs that 
require extensive thinking, searching and ‘bit tracing’. Rijndael is 
consistently a very good performer in both hardware and software 
across a wide range of computing environments. Its key setup 
time is excellent, and its key agility is good. Rijndael’s very low 
memory requirements make it very well suited for restricted-
space environments. There is additional security in that Rijndael’s 
operations are among the easiest to defend against power and 
timing attacks. 
The following scenario has been described to convey Rijndael’s 
resistance to brute force attacks, “Assuming that one could build 
a machine that could recover a DES key in a second (i.e., try 255 
keys per second), then it would take that machine approximately 
149 thousand-billion (149 trillion) years to crack a 128-bit AES 
key. To put that into perspective, the universe is believed to be less 
than 20 billion years old. It also provides good security against 
linear cryptanalysis, differential cryptanalysis and opportunistic 
attacks. 
Fig. 4.1 shows the architecture of Java File Security System (JFSS) 
in detail. JFSS mainly has three components:-
•  Key Manager (KM)
•  Crypt Engine (CE)
•  Access Controller (AC)

Fig. 4.1: Java File Security System (JFSS) architecture

Key Manager (KM): Key management is a very crucial task. KM 
is responsible for generating the random symmetric key used for 
encrypting the file data and providing it to AC and CE. We have 
used the Java provided random number generation function and 
is based on generating randomness from entropy of operating 
system events. Therefore each time the file is saved; a new random 
symmetric key is used. So it aids in providing strong security. 
Access Controller (AC): AC is responsible for creation and 
management of all access related information with respect to a file. 
All the keys are received of saved in the smart cards. Crypt Engine 
(CE):  When the file is to be written on disk, CE receives mainly 
two inputs, the plain data file and the random symmetric key. It 
uses Rijndael Algorithm (AES) to encrypt the file and produces 
the encrypted file. Rijndael is a block cipher which works on a 
block of 16 bytes. Therefore here we need to check the file size 
and if file size is not a multiple of 16, we pad the file to make the 
file size a perfect multiple of 16. This padding of file is done while 
it is being written. When the encrypted file is read from the disk, 
we first decrypt it using Rijndael Algorithm (AES) and remove 
the padded bytes and then pass it to the application.

V. Evaluation
Here, JFSS prototype development on Windows XP is compared 
on the basis of many features with the existing file security systems. 
The table 5.1 is showing the comparisons. 

Table 5.1 Summarization of various system features which affect performance
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1. Category: The systems CFS & TCFS are NFS based file 
systems, EFS & StegFS are disk-based file systems, BestCrypt 
is a block-based file system, and TransCrypt, Cryptfs, 
NCryptfs, eCryptfs & JFSS are stackable file systems. Half 
of the file security systems in our analysis are Stackable file 
systems means that category is most favorable. 

2. Data Integrity Assurance: If there is some modifications in 
the cipher text that is on the media then that can be detected 
by the system. This is called data integrity assurance. There 
are only few systems, like TCFS, TransCrypt, eCryptfs, JFSS, 
which are assuring this.     

3. Design Approach: There are three design approaches, User-
space, Kernel-space, Hybrid (mixed approach). Most of the file 
systems are designed in kernel-space like TCFS, TransCrypt, 
Cryptfs, NCryptfs, BestCrypt, StegFS, because this approach 
has the highest performance as compared to others. EFS and 
eCryptfs have been designed in the hybrid approach. And 
CFS and JFSS are designed in the user-space. 

4. Encryption Mode: BestCrypt uses LRW (derived from the 
names of authors Liskov, Rivest, Wagner) encryption mode 
which was published in the article IEEE P1619 document. 
Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) mode is most popular among 
the file systems namely EFS, TCFS, Cryptfs, eCryptfs, & 
JFSS. Cipher text stealing (CTS) and Cipher Feedback (CFB) 
encryption modes are used by Ncryptfs. Electronic code book 
(ECB) and Output Feedback (OFB) modes are used by the 
systems CFS and TransCryptfs.    

5. Encryption of the File Names: The encrypting file systems 
CFS, TransCrypt, Cryptfs, NCryptfs are encrypting the file 
names also with encryption of the files data. That is not 
the good idea as it will confuse the users which one is the 
file name to whom he/she want to use/open when there are 
so many files encrypted on the system. The cryptographic 
file systems EFS, StegFS, and JFSS do not encrypt the file 
names. TCFS, BestCrypt, and eCryptfs have not given any 
information regarding this. 

6. Encryption Unit: Encryption units for the file systems vary 
according to the selection of algorithms by the users, but in 
the case of StegFS and JFSS that is 128bits. And that si 8192 
Bytes in the case of Cryptfs. 

7. Key Management: In the systems there is the requirement for 
the keys we can say the encryption keys with the help of that 
we are going to encrypt the files. BestCrypt is generating the 
single key for the container. The keys are shared by the group 
in the case of Cryptfs file system. NCryptfs also generate one 
key for many files. JFSS, eCryptfs, TransCrypt, EFS, TCFS 
generate per-file keys & per-user key pairs. CFS generate the 
key according to the mount point or we can say per mount key. 
StegFS generates level wise keys and when the higher level 
key is known then there is no need of the lower level keys.   

8. Key Stored on Disk: Storing of the keys on the secondary 
storage device with the files is dangerous. We can say that is 
the degrading of security feature provided by the encrypting 
file systems. There are only two systems which are storing the 
keys with their files namely TransCrypt and StegFS. Others 
are not storing the keys with the files. 

9. Multiple Ciphers: There are so many ciphers published in the 
research articles like AES candidates, DES, 3DES etc. The file 
systems, CFS, EFS, TCFS, TransCrypt, Ncrypt, BestCrypt, 
eCrypt have adopted two or more algorithms in them.  

10. Single Cipher: Under our considerations there are only two 
encrypting file systems, Cryptfs is encrypting with the help 
of Blowfish and our system that is JFSS that is encrypting 

the files with the help of Rijndael algorithm.  
11. Smart Card Support: There are only two cryptographic file 

systems namely TransCrypt and JFSS which are saving there 
encryption keys in the smart cards that is the good choice and 
have more security for the files. 

12. Write Mode: All systems are writing the converted data 
(cipher text) on the secondary storage devices asynchronously 
namely CFS, Cryptfs, NCryptfs, BestCrypt, eCryptfs, StegFS 
and JFSS. The system TCFS write only in the synchronization 
mode. Both modes are applied on the systems EFS, 
TransCrypt. 

Java File Security System (JFSS) has better features than the 
existing cryptographic file systems on the demand of the users. 
It has end to end encryption of the files and has portability, 
performance. It requires no more data storage for the saving of 
the files. It is almost equal as the plain text. This will be the next 
job for me and can be seen in the next article. It is an easy-to-use or 
we can say convenient to the user of any type. Security is achieved 
with this file system that is the demand of the hour. 

VI. Conclusion
Our main contribution is in designing and building a Java File 
Security System (JFSS) that was developed with the express 
goal of enhancing file data security. The main objective is to 
provide data security with user convenience. This has been done 
by implementing JFSS in user-space and enabling encryption 
and decryption of the files on-the-demand and in a transparent 
way. We have seen that implementing JFSS in user-space enables 
the operating system to provide file data security as one of its 
extensible functionality. JFSS is cryptographically enforced and 
uses public-private pair key to control the access of a file. Using 
public cryptography makes it more reliable, secure and in a way 
provides user authentication also. JFSS is very convenient to 
user. 
The scheme guarantees an end-to-end protection leading to 
a secure computing environment. JFSS overcomes one of the 
major drawbacks of the TCFS, which uses one key per user for 
encrypting all files. We believe that storing data and the key on the 
same disk and using login password to encrypt the key has several 
vulnerabilities. JFSS uses randomly generated key for a file and 
each file is encrypted with a different key. JFSS stores the private 
key on a smart card thus separating it from data it protects. But this 
forces the scheme to be used on a system which has a card reader. 
We achieved high security by including support for the Rijndael 
(AES), designing a strong access control mechanism using public 
cryptography and session entry for accessing confidential data. 
We achieved high performance by designing JFSS to run in user-
space and implementing it on the Java platform the best choice. We 
achieved ease of use by providing encryption and authentication 
that is transparent to users and process.
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